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Why, what and how

Important. Novel topic, thus examples of best practices in evaluating 

innovation policy-mixes are limited 

• Objective of the benchmarking: to learn from other 

experiences for the development of policy-mix evaluation. 

• Methodology: systematic analysis of grey literature and 

academic literature for finding cases and in-depth analysis 

of cases. 

• What it includes: 4 cases 

• Mainly focused on innovation literature

• Cases that cover qualitative/quantitative approaches 

and aimed at contribution to policy strategy/impact and 

interaction of policy-mixes
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Why, what and how
A general framework to understand selection of cases

Cases include:

• 2nd level consistency: interaction of policy instruments and their effects

• 3rd level consistency: alignment between policy mixes and policy objectives
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Why, what and how
The four cases:

Objective Main 

methodologies

(1) BERR To determine the contribution of interventions from BERR 

both to the Department’s strategic objectives

Qualitative, desk 

research

(2) ERDF 

Enterprise

To assess the effects of ERDF support to micro, small and 

medium enterprises (SMEs) and to outline the mechanisms

and context features that explain why and how these effects 

were achieved

Multiple, quantitative 

and qualitative. Eg. 

network analysis, 

statistical analysis, 

focus groups, 

interviews, etc.

(3) Dynamix To gain insights to inform the design of policy mixes that 

would constitute pathways to absolute decoupling

Qualitative and 

quantitative, ex-ante 

and ex-post. Desk 

research, expert 

evaluation

(4) Quantitative 

analyses based 

on control group

approaches

To focus on the impact assessment of the interactions 

among different policy instruments, trying to conclude 

whether these interactions lead to complementary or 

overlapping/ contradictory effects

Counterfactual

analysis
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Lessons learnt

a) Relevant steps for policy-mix evaluation

b) General lessons
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1. Definition of logical frameworks

2. Categorization of policy instruments

3. Literature review

4. Collecting and analysing data

Relevant steps for a policy mix evaluation
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1. Definition of logical frameworks. 
It allows outlining and understanding the logic behind the interventions, their 

relationship with strategic goals and the specific outputs and impacts that 

instruments are expected to have.

Example. 

Case 1:

Relevant steps for a policy mix evaluation
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1. Definition of logical frameworks. 

Policy evaluation framework used in DYNAMIX

Source: Mazza et al. (2013, p.8)

Impacts and effects in 

holistic view:

- social, economic, 

environmental; 

- direct and indirect

Relevant steps for a policy-mix evaluation

Example. 

Case 3:
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2. Categorisation of policy instruments.
As a previous step of the evaluation exercise since different instruments 

behave differently.

Relevant steps for a policy-mix evaluation

Examples 

Case 1: Case 2:
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3. Literature review.
Theoretical and empirical evidence from previous studies can be used in 

policy-mix evaluation with different purposes. For example, as a substitute 

source of information when other type of primary data does not exist.

•Objective: to asses the contribution of BERR* instruments to higher level objectives. 

•Approach: meta-evaluation. Synthesis method:

1. Template for collecting information about evaluation evidence

2. Asses which evaluations to include in the analysis

3. Analysis of robustness of evaluations of selected intervention

4. Analysis of types of interventions and its relationship with higher level objectives

5. Assessment of the contribution to higher level objectives

6. Analysing association between performance score components and relationship between intervention 

characteristics and potential contribution to higher level objective

* BERR: Department for Business Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (UK)

Relevant steps for a policy-mix evaluation

Example.  Case 1:

Assessment of the contribution to objectives:

• The meta-evaluation concluded that it was not possible to asses quantitatively the 

contribution of each intervention to high level objectives (data gaps).

• How to asses then contribution?: Definition of a performance score, based on 

literature review, to define characteristics more likely to be conducive of higher 

contribution to objectives. 
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Relevant steps for a policy-mix evaluation

3. Literature review.

•Objective: to identify ideal policy mixes for absolute decoupling

•Approach: several ex-ante and ex-post qualitative and quantitative analysis. 

1. Setting a common framework for the assessment of the efficiency, effectiveness, sustainability and cost-efficiency of 

policy mixes aimed at achieving decoupling

2. Identifying sources of resource inefficiency from literature and empirical studies (as input for identifying potential 

policy mixes in Step 4). 

3. Assessment of existing policies and policy mixes, through 15 case studies. 

4. Based on drivers and barriers for resource efficiency (step 3) and results from the case studies of policy mixes (step 

3) 3 promising policy mixes for absolute decoupling were identified. 

5. Ex-ante assessment of the identified 3 promising policy mixes. 

Example. Case 3:

Ex-ante assessment of the identifies 3 policy mixes:

• Several studies were developed to asses potential impacts.

• Among others: social impact and environmental impact

• Scores are given to the instruments and the policy mixes by the expert team of the project, who 

based their scores on a literature review 
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Relevant steps for a policy-mix evaluation

4. Collecting and analysing data.
➢ Relevance of collecting data systematically: designing the data collection 

carefully from the very beginning is a key issue for evaluating policy-mixes 

Extract of the template

Example. 

Case 1. Qualitative evidence collection template
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Relevant steps for a policy-mix evaluation

4. Collecting and analysing data.
➢ Counterfactual analysis

• Quantitative data is the main input for counterfactual analysis -> 

data might be the main constraint of this method

• Important to count with data from the same indicators for several 

years (before and after the interventions).

•might be difficult in recent implemented instruments or for analysing 

policy-mixes when the instruments implementation differs in 

timeframe.

• The definition of the control groups is the most important step 

as results will be conditioned by that definition.

•This also depends on the data…
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Relevant steps for a policy-mix evaluation

4. Collecting and analysing data.

➢ Counterfactual analysis

Example. Case 4:

Policy mix: Innovative Public procurement/ R&D subsidies to firms

Data: Survey conducted to European firms (2006-2008)

Distinction of three types of companies: 

- Beneficiaries ONLY of R&D grants

- Beneficiaries ONLY of PPI

- Beneficiaries of BOTH programmes 
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Relevant steps for a policy-mix evaluation

4. Collecting and analysing data.
➢ Counterfactual analysis

Control groups

Description  N. treated firms N. of firms in control group 

Firms receiving subsidies 1108 3723 

Firms receiving innovative public procurement contracts 551 4277 

Firms receiving tax credits 1082 3655 

Firms receiving only subsidies 462 2708 

Firms receiving only innovative public procurement contracts 273 2708 

Firms receiving only tax credits 483 2708 

Firms receiving subsidies and tax credits 403 2708 

Firms receiving subsidies and innovative public procurement  85 2708 

Firms receiving innovative public procurement and tax credits 75 2708 

Firms receiving all policies 84 2708 

 

Once defined the treated groups, control groups and pool 

of firms allocated to each group: 

- the technique matches every firm from the control 

group with one of the treated group with similar 

characteristics (through Propensity Score Matching): 

calculating the probability of being treated within the 

units in the control group, according to a set of 

characteristics. 

- Useful for identifying non-participants with 

the same probability of being beneficiaries of 

the instruments than the treated group. 

- difficult to find two firms with same characteristics -> 

use of estimators, eg: NNM (Nearest Neighbour 

Matching). It matches each treated unit with the most 

similar unit in the control group according to their 

propensity score. 

Control variables: Size, age, domestic or international company, sector, country.

Variables for measuring impacts in behaviour : R&D expenditure  

Example. Case 4
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Relevant steps for a policy-mix evaluation

4. Collecting and analysing data.
➢ Meta-evaluation

▪ Good approach when counterfactual not possible

▪ It is useful to stablish quality criteria to assess robustness of 

previous evaluations

➢ Desk research and expert evaluation. 

▪ Scoring system, useful for analysis and providing simplicity to results.

Components for analysing robustness of evaluations:
Example 

Case 1:

Example. Case 3:
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Relevant steps for a policy-mix evaluation

4. Collecting and analysing data.
➢ Desk research and expert evaluation. 

• Relevance of stablishing guidelines and templates to ensure same 

assessment criteria.
Case 3. Guidelines for case studies. 
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Relevant steps for a policy-mix evaluation

4. Collecting and analysing data.
➢ Seminars, surveys and interviews:

• a means to incorporate different voices in the evaluation process

• Useful for assessing behavioural additionality

Example - Case 2
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Relevant steps for a policy-mix evaluation

4. Collecting and analysing data.
➢ When data not available, research evidence and secondary data from statistical 

sources can be used as proxies

➢ Creation of composed indicators, a good practice for analysing the contribution of 

instruments to policy goals.
Example - Case 1. 
Performance score defined by four factors  (critical of interventions that improve productivity in a cost effective way) 
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General lessons
For analysis of consistency of policy instruments…

➢ To define which are the types of interactions that we want to analyse. 

What exactly are we going to evaluate? What do we mean by the different 

concepts?

Example. Case 1. 

Complementarity

interventions

Those that reinforce each other and, by doing so, increase the likelihood that 

policy objectives will be met.

Competitive

interventions

They pursue mixed objectives with the same group of stakeholders and/or in

the same policy domain and at the same time (…) or (…) they provide

apparently duplicate or competing services.
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General lessons
For analysis of consistency of policy instruments…

➢ Different methodological options:

• Most common approach: expert desk research

• Counterfactual analysis, suitable approach to identify causal effect of 

instruments and their combinations, but:

•When beneficiaries are firms (large number of beneficiaries)

•Not applicable when low number of beneficiaries (e.g. universities)

•It requires specific knowledge on quantitative tecniques
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Lessons learnt: general lessons
For analysis of consistency of policy instruments with 

strategic goals…

➢ It can be useful to take a level approach (funnel-tunnel)

Example. Case 2. 

Source: European Commission (2016, p.9)
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General lessons

For analysis of consistency of policy instruments with 
strategic goals…

➢ Meta-evaluation:

➢ a viable option for analysing contribution to strategic goals, also from 
a multi-level approach (e.g. contribution to national goals)

➢ A good exercise for assessing monitoring systems (data needs)

➢ Difficult to apply exclusively quantitative methodologies, due to usual 
data gaps - > complement with qualitative methods

➢ Ex-ante / ex-post?

• Ex post for assessing interactions and contribution of existing instruments,

• ex-ante can be useful to assess potential impacts and analyse different 
combinations (like seen in Case 3)
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Project smedia

Thank you! 

Questions/Comments welcome

Twitter: @InterregManumix

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/manumix-

interreg-312014141/

Web: https://www.interregeurope.eu/manumix/


